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The use of consensus discussions to pool assessor judgments
 
in assessment centers has been questioned for several years.
 
Pfevibus research has shown that using the arithmetic mean
 
to combine assessor judgments is as predictive and less
 
costly than haying assessors enter into consensus
 
discussions. However, previous research has not explored
 
what processes occur in consensus discussions which cause
 
individuals ratings to shift. Two hypotheses were explored.
 
Hypothesis 1 stated that the arithmetic mean of individual
 
assessor scores would account for a significant amount of
 
variance in those assessors consensus derived scores.
 
Hypothesis 2 suggested that the residual variance in
 
consensus scores unaccounted for by the arithmetic mean of
 
indiyidual assessor scores would exhibit a significant group
 
effect, due to group decision;making processes. Hypothesis 1
 
was supported, with the arithmetic mean accounting for
 
between 87.6% to 99% of the variance in the raters, consensus
 
derived scores. Hypothesis 2 was tested by computing
 
intraclass correlations to assess a group level effect in
 
the residual va.fiances calculated in hypothesis 1.
 
Hypothesis 2 received moderate support with 10 out of 19
 
assesment centen:dimensions exhibiting a significant group
 
level effect. It is suggested that calculating the
 
arithmetic mean will not result in markedly different
 
scores than does having assessors enter into consensus
 
discussions. Additionally, a group level effect was shown to
 
account for a portion of the variance in consensus scores
 
unaccounted for by the arithmetic mean of individual raters.
 
Limitations to the current study and suggestions for future
 
research in the area of assessment center rating processes
 
are provided.
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CHAPTER ONE
 
INTRODUCTION
 
Assessment center's are a tool used by many
 
organizations for the selection, promotion, and development
 
of employees. They are a collection of behavioral
 
simulations designed to measure the knowledge, skills, and
 
abilities required to perform the position under
 
consideration. Assessment center's offer high validity for
 
predicting performance measures with relatively unbiased
 
assessment of employees. The drawback of assessment center's
 
is that they are time consuming and expensive to use (Lowry,
 
1988; Pynes et. al., 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). One
 
factor contributing to their time and cost constraints is
 
the consensus process used in many assessment center's to
 
integrate assessor judgments. Empirical evidence suggests
 
the arithmetic mean of assessor scores can replace these
 
lengthy consensus discussions. This replacement would result
 
in increased utility while leaving the predictive validity
 
unscathed (Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992).
 
Furthermore, research suggests that consensus decisions are
 
merely an artifact of group prpcesSes, adding no benefit to
 
individual decision making. This paper proposes that the
 
arithmetic mean is a better method then consensus discussion
 
for integrating assessor judgments. Additionally, consensus
 
 discussions are less accurate than the arithmetic mean
 
because of group decision making effects. By providing this
 
evidence/ our goal is to increase the utility of the
 
arithmetic mean and put to rest the assumption that
 
consensus discussion offers an advantage over arithmetically
 
combining assessor scores.
 
Assessment center's are a collection of tests designed
 
to measure job related attributes such as cognitive
 
abilities, personality characteristics, and technical
 
skills. The popularity of assessment center's dates back to
 
1956 when Douglas Bray began the Management Progress Study
 
at AT&T (Gatewood and Field, 1994). The study provided
 
evidence that assessment center's are useful in identifying
 
management potential among employees (Gatewood and Field,
 
1994). These results pioneered the use of assessment
 
■ / 
center's in industrial organizations (Gatewood and Field,
 
1994).
 
Currently assessment center's are being used in a
 
variety of organizational settings including the military,
 
industry, education, and government (Task Force, 1989). Due
 
to their popularity in organization's professionals
 
experienced in assessment center techniques created a task
 
force to standardize the methods used in assessment center's
 
(Task Force, 1989). In 1975 an initial task force developed
 
guidelines and parameters for the use of assessment center's
 
in organization's (Task Force, 1989). The task force updated
 
and revised the original guidelines in 1989. The task force
 
defined an assessmerit center as consisting of:
 
standardized evaluation of behavior based on multiple
 
inputs. Multiple trained observers and techniques are
 
used. Judgments about behavior are made, in major part,
 
from specifically developed assessment simulations.
 
These judgments are pooled in a meeting among
 
assessor's or by a statistical integration process. In
 
an integration discussion (consensus discussion),
 
comprehensive accounts of behavior, and often ratings
 
of it, are pooled. The discussion results in
 
evaluations of the performance of the assesses on the
 
dimensions or other variables which the assessment
 
center is designed to measure. Statistical combination
 
methods should be validated in accord with
 
professionally accepted guidelines. (Task Force, 460 ­
461).
 
Additionally, the guidelines mandated that dimensions
 
measured in an assessment center are based upon results of a
 
job analysis highlighting the knowledge, skills, and
 
abilities required to perform the position under
 
consideration (Task Force, 1989).
 
Examples of commonly measured behavioral dimensions in
 
assessment center's include oral communication, planning and
 
organizing, control, initiative, decisiveness, tolerance for
 
stress, adaptability, and tenacity (Schneider & Schmitt,
 
1992; Gatewood and Field, 1994). Following the
 
identification of dimensions, techniques are developed to
 
measure the dimensions identified as important by the job
 
analysis (Task Force/ 1989). Common techniques for measuring
 
behavioral dimensions include an in - basket exercise,
 
leaderless group discussion, and case analysis (Silverman
 
et. al., 1986; Gatewood and Field, 1994). The in-basket is
 
traditionally a paper and pencil test designed to mirror the
 
administrative duties of the position (Schippmann et. al.,
 
1990; Gatewood and Field, 1994). For exaiaple, in an
 
assessment center designed for a manager position the in-

basket may require the participant to prioritize problems
 
and delegate work to their employees. Typical dimensions
 
measured in in-basket tests include planninq and organizing,
 
decision-making, decisiveness, independence, and written
 
communication (Schippmann et. al., 1990; Gatewood and Field,
 
1994; Bobrow & Leonards, 1997). In a typical leaderless
 
group discussion, small groups of individuals work together
 
in solving a problem and are responsible for formulating a
 
report describing their plan of action (Schneider & Schmitt,
 
1992; Gatewood and Field, 1994). Dimensions commonly
 
measured in leaderless group discussion include oral
 
communication, team work, tolerance for stress, leadership,
 
and persuasiveness (Gatewood and Field, 1994; Bobrow &
 
Leonards, 1997). Case analysis requires the participant to
 
solve a common orga:nizational problem encountered by
 
incixmbents of the position under consideration (Schneider &
 
Schmitt, 1992; Gatewood and Field, 1994). A case analysis
 
exercise measures dimensions such as oral and written
 
communication, planning and organizing, control,
 
decisiveness, and analytical abilities (Gatewood and Field,
 
1994; Kleinmann & Koller, 1997).
 
Multiple assessor's observe the participant's behavior
 
in each exercise. Assessor's then pool individual
 
judgments into a collaborative score. The pooling of
 
assessor judgments usually emcompasseses the following
 
process. First, assessor's observe participant's behavior in
 
a given exercise. Next, assessor's give their individual
 
ratings of the participant's performance. Finally,
 
assessor's pool their observations and form an overall
 
rating of the participant's' behavior. The common techniques
 
for pooling individual judgments include consensus
 
discussions and arithmetic aggregation. Consensus
 
discussions typically include assessor's meeting together,
 
discussing their individual ratings, and agreeing upon a
 
single score for participant's. This discussion requires
 
assessor's to defend their ratings by citing examples of
 
participant behavior they observed in the exercise. When
 
initially the assessor's individual ratings are far apart
 
the discussion may require citing several examples and
 
defense of each raters position. Eventually common ground
 
must be established and a single point rating agreed upon.
 
On the other hand/ arithmetic aggregation involves averaging
 
individual assessor judgments by computing the arithmetic
 
mean. Assessor's do npt enter into discussion and are not
 
required to defend their positions to other assessor's.
 
How effective are assessment center's as employee
 
assessment tools? Assessment center scores are highly
 
predictive of both promotability and job performance. Meta-

analyses have reported predictive validity coefficients of
 
.56 for promotability and .36 for job performance (Gaugler
 
et. al., 1987). In addition to showing high validity,
 
assessment center's tend not to exhibit adverse impact
 
against minorities, and are generally accepted as being non
 
- biased assessment instruments by courts of law (Gatewood
 
and Field, 1994).
 
Although predicting employee behavior and lacking
 
discrimination against minority group members are admiral
 
advantages, assessment center's have their drawbacks. The
 
two prominent drawbacks are time and cost. Time and cost
 
requirements of assessment center's greatly limit their
 
utility. Assessment center's may last anywhere from one to
 
three days, requiring up to eight hours per day for
 
participant's and ten to fourteen hours for assessor's.
 
These requirements are passed onto the organizations.
 
costing anywhere from $50 to $2000 per assessee (Pynes and
 
Bernardin, 1992). These constraints greatly limit the
 
utility of assessment center's when compared to instruments
 
such as interviews that may require as little as thirty
 
minutes to one hour for both administration and evaluation
 
of candidates.
 
How can we reduce the time and cost requirements of
 
assessment center's while maintaining their usefulness?
 
Several researchers believe the answer may lie within the
 
process used for aggregating assessor judgments (Lowry,
 
1988; Pynes and Bernardin, 1992; Wingrove, 1985; Feltham,
 
1988; Sacket and Wilson, 1982). The most commonly used
 
technique for pooling assessor judgments is consensus
 
(Spychalski, 1997). Spychalski surveyed two hundred fifteen
 
U.S. organizations as to their assessment center procedures.
 
Of the respondents, 84.1% used consensus procedures and 14%
 
used statistical aggregation (Spychalski, 1997). However,
 
consensus discussions are not economical. The consensus
 
process may take as much time as two to three hours per
 
participant, and consume from 25% to 33% of the entire
 
assessment center process (Lowry, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin,
 
1992). This process translates directly into assessor wages.
 
One assessment center estimated approximately $6200 paid.
 
per year, for assessor's to participate in consensus
 
discussions (Pynes et. al., 1988).
 
Given the time and cost considerations, why do
 
practitioners prefer consensus discussions over arithmetic
 
aggregation? One suggestion is that consensus discussions
 
allow the presentation of novel behavioral observations
 
(Lowry, 1988). Assessor's may miss a behavior while taking
 
notes, or assessor's may perceive behavior differently. The
 
consensus meeting allows for sharing of observations and
 
discussion of assessor's interpretation of those behaviors.
 
Additionally, there may be an implicit assumption that group
 
discussion leads to more accurate prediction than does
 
independent decision making. This lends merit to the old
 
saying "two heads are better than one".
 
To increase the utility of assessment center's we must
 
maintain their advantages while reducing their
 
disadvantages. Therefore the question becomes, are consensus
 
decisions more accurate than arithmetically aggregated
 
ratings? Several researchers have examined the relationship
 
between the two approaches for combining individual
 
judgments. Previous research has examined issues such as;
 
resulting validity coefficients (Wingrove et. al., 1985;
 
Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992), adverse impact
 
(Pynes & Bernardin, 1992), participant rankings (Lowry,
 
1988), and time & cost savings (Pynes et. al., 1988).
 
Results have failed to provide evidence for the superiority
 
of consensus decisions over arithmetically aggregated
 
decisions. The following section offers direction toward
 
whether consensus discussion or statistical aggregation is
 
the most appropriate method for the integration process.
 
Review of the Literature Discussing the Method Used For
 
Integrating Assessor Judgments
 
The first part of our goal is to maintain the
 
advantages offered by assessment center's. One of the
 
previously noted advantages of assessment center's is their
 
ability to predict criterion measures. Does the consensus
 
process result in higher predictive validity than
 
integrating assessor ratings by the arithmetic average? The
 
following section is a simimary of the evidence which has
 
addressed this question.
 
In 1985 Wingrove et. al. examined the predictive
 
validities of pre and post discussion assessment center
 
ratings for predicting training marks of technical
 
knowledge, officer like qualities, and a sum of the two for
 
naval officer candidates. In their assessment center four
 
assessor's observed each candidate. Each assessor made an
 
initial assessment of the candidate's performance.
 
Subsequently, all assessor's read aloud and discussed their
 
ratings. Following group discussion assessor's revised
 
their initial ratings and calculated the mean of the revised
 
ratings as the overall assessment rating (Wingrove et. al.,
 
1985). Correlations showed no difference between pre ­
discussion and post - discussion ratings with the criterion
 
measures (Wingrove et. al., 1985). i^ditionally, the
 
predictive validities did not differ. The predictive
 
validities were observed regardless of whether initial
 
ratings showed substantial changes from the revised ratings,
 
greater than one standard deviation, or were in virtual
 
agreement, less than or equal to one standard deviation
 
(Wingrove et. al., 1985). The authors questioned what value
 
discussion serves in the integration process.
 
Feltham, 1988, compared the predictive validities of
 
statistical aggregation versus a consensus procedure.
 
Feltham correlated an overall rating, derived through
 
assessor discussion, and a statistically derived composite
 
score with five criterion; training performance, various
 
performance dimensions, potential, overall job performance,
 
and rank (Feltham, 1988). The composite score correlated
 
higher with all five criterion than the overall rating
 
(Feltham, 1988). The authors concluded that in addition to
 
being more efficient, mechanical combination was at least as
 
valid as consensus derived decisions (Feltham, 1988).
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Pynes and Bernardin, 1992, conducted comparisons of the
 
validities of derived and consensus derived
 
assessment center ratings for predicting on the job
 
perfofmance of employees and adverse impact on minority
 
group members. The authors argued that while previous
 
research has estimated assessment center validities for
 
selecting administrators, managers, and supervisors between
 
.29 and .36, the cost per assessee is relatively high and
 
ranges about $50 to $2000 (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). In
 
addition to high cost, another argument for the use of
 
mechanically derived assessment center ratings is the loss
 
of job time for employees who participate in assessor
 
training and serve as assessor's. Furthermore, the consensus
 
procedure can consume from 25% to 33% of the assessment
 
process (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). Although there may be a
 
strong relationship between the results of mechanical and
 
consensus ratings, different predictive validities can
 
result. For example, Bernardin and Beatty (1984) estimated
 
the confidence limits of the validities for the mechanical
 
process to range from -.57 to .77 (Pynes & Bernardin,
 
1992). Thus, the authors questioned what the true validities
 
for the two approaches might be.
 
To test their hypotheses, the authors collected
 
assessment center ratings of 110 police candidates
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previously selected froin scores on a battery of
 
psychological tests, a polygraph, and a background
 
investigation (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). The assessor's
 
reported their numerical ratings, a consensus score for each
 
dimension, and an overall rating for each candidate. The
 
mechanically derived ratings were a composite measure of the
 
individual assessor ratings for each dimension. Results
 
showed the consensus rating correlated .66 with the overall
 
rating, and the mechanical rating correlated .72 with the
 
overall rating (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). The predictive
 
validities were .18 for the mechanical ratings versus .15
 
for consensus derived ratings (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992).
 
Adverse impact against minorities would not have resulted
 
from either of the procedures (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). The
 
authors conclude for the usefulness of the mechanically
 
derived consensus ratings. The technique retained the
 
predictive power of the assessment center and reduced
 
assessment center costs by decreasing both assessor and
 
administrative time (Pynes & Bernardin, 1992), The savings
 
for this study were approximately $50 per candidate.
 
The research suggests that consensus does not offer an
 
advantage over arithmetic combination of scores for
 
predicting criterion performance measures. Furthermore/ two
 
of the studies found higher predictive validity for the
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arithmetically combined judgments than consensus derived
 
judgments (Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). Overall,
 
the consensus process was unrelated to the advantages
 
offered by assessment center's.
 
The previous research examined the relationship between
 
integration method and criterion measures, but failed to
 
address the direct relationship between the arithmetic mean
 
and consensus derived scores. How closely related are the
 
resulting scores? Several researchers have addressed this
 
question. The following section reviews that research and
 
provides direction as to whether the two methods result in
 
markedly different scores.
 
In 1988 Pynes et. al. examined the relationships
 
between statistically aggregated and consensus derived
 
assessment center ratings. One hundred ten police candidates
 
were assessed over a two year period. Three assessor's
 
observed each candidate oh seven behavioral dimensions
 
(Pynes et. al., 1988). Assessor's made initial dimension
 
ratings, then gathered at a team meeting. In the team
 
meeting each assessor reported their ratings and other team
 
members challenged any rating they thought to be inaccurate
 
(Pynes et. al., 1988). All three assessor's reported their
 
findings, then determined a consensus score for each
 
dimension and an overall rating (Pynes et. al., 1988). The
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teaift meetings lasted an.average of two to three hours each
 
(Pynes et. al./ 1988). The authors correlated arithmetic
 
mean and consensus scores within dimensions, acrosa
 
dimensions, and independently between the overall rating
 
score (Pynes et. al., 1988).Results showed a range of .66
 
to .90 correlation between the mean and consensus derived
 
dimension scores (Pynes et. al., 1988). The arithmetically
 
derived coitiposite score and across dimension consensus score
 
correlated at .95 (Pynes et. al., 1988). The arithmetically
 
derived and consensus derived ratings correlated between .54
 
to .71 with the overall assessment ratings across dimensions
 
(Pynes et. al., 1988). Finally, both the aggregated
 
arithmetically derived and consensus derived ratings
 
correlated at .71 with the overall assessment rating (Pynes
 
et. al., 1988). The authors found that, over a year, the
 
police department spent between 90 to 150 hours and about
 
$6137.92 in assessor wages for assessor's to participate in
 
the team meeting (Pynes et. al., 1988). The authors
 
concluded that the police department could have saved money
 
and not compromise ratings by using a mechanical integration
 
process instead of the current consensus procedure.
 
Lowry questioned whether it was necessary to pool
 
assessor scores in assessment center's or if using an
 
arithmetic decision rule was sufficient. In his research.
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Lowry exaiained both the mean and consensus scores collected
 
for 14 individuals rated on 5 dimensions by 13 assessor's
 
(Lowry, 1988). The data was collected in 2 assessment
 
center's used for selection purposes, the results were part
 
of input into the selection process, and 1 assessment center
 
used for developmental purposes (Lowry, 1988). The
 
assessor's were senior level management trained as raters.
 
Assessor's gave scores on each dimension and if scores were
 
within 1 point, on a 1-5 scale, they calculated and posted
 
the mean of individual rater scores (Lowry, 1988). Lowry
 
analyzed the relationship between 5 performance dimensions,
 
two rating periods, and 13 assessor's. Results showed a main
 
effect of rating period (Lowry, 1988). There was a general
 
change in scores from pre-consensus to post-consensus. The
 
assessor's stated that they would not be comfortable using
 
the arithmetic mean to combine scores because pooling scores
 
brought out additional behaviors (Lowry, 1988). Lowry
 
concluded that if all assessor's do not have the opportunity
 
to evaluate behaviors then consensus is appropriate.
 
Additionally, although rankings of candidates did not differ
 
from using the arithmetic mean, Lowry noted there is
 
insufficient evidence for substituting calculation of the
 
arithmetic mean for consensus derived scores (Lowry, 1988).
 
Joiner and Carlin 1985 support this finding by offering
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conflicting results in a replication of their 1983 study
 
(Lowry, 1988). In 1983 Joiner and Carlin found a correlation
 
between their pre-integration and post-integration scores of
 
.98. (Lowry, 1988). Additionally, the rank ordering of
 
participant's was identical for pre—integration and post—
 
integration scores and the authors concluded that pooling
 
scores would make no difference in the final results (Lowry,
 
1988). In 1985 Joiner and Carlin replicated their study and
 
found a correlation greater than .95, but found that the
 
ranking of candidates did differ (Lowry, 1988). In light of
 
these results, Lowry offered that the topic needs additional
 
research in both selection and development assessment
 
center's with clearly defined procedures for reaching
 
consensus (Lowry, 1988).
 
Sackett and Wilson questioned how.often consensus
 
discussion is needed for info2miation integration. 719
 
individuals participated in their assessment center over a 3
 
year period (Sackett & Wilson, 1982). Three assessor's
 
observed candidate's behavior and a fourth served as
 
chairperson. Assessor's made dimensional ratings and reached
 
consensus when ratings were within one point (Sackett &
 
Wilson, 1982). The mean predicted consensus score's 70.7% of
 
the time, and 93.5% of the time when pre-discussion ratings
 
were in sufficient agreement not to require further
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discussion (Sackett & Wilson, 1982). The authors suggested
 
that calculating the arithmetic mean would have obtained
 
identical results as consensus decisions in selection
 
assessment center's.
 
Outcomes from the two methods are highly related.
 
However, the authors provide different conclusions from
 
their data. Some authors suggest the arithmetic mean be
 
substituted for consensus (Sackett & Wilson, 1982; Pynes et.
 
al., 1988; Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992). Other
 
authors are more skeptical (Lowry,1988). Based upon
 
Spychalski's (1997) survey results, it is obvious that
 
practitioners favor using consensus over calculating the
 
arithmetic mean. Given that the empirical evidence has not
 
found advantages for using consensus over arithmetic
 
decisions, why do researchers and practitioners still prefer
 
the procedure? Previously we proposed two suggestions.
 
First, consensus discussion may reveal behaviors that all
 
assessor's had not personally observed. This is only of
 
value if it leads to better prediction. The evidence
 
reviewed in this paper suggests that it does not. Second, is
 
the implicit assumption that group techniques lead to better
 
prediction than individual decisions. Research has shown
 
that consensus decisions do not result in higher predictive
 
validities (Wingrove et. Al, 1985; Feltham, 1988; Pynes &
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Bernardin, 1992). In addition, research has shown a high
 
relationship between scores integrated by consensus and by
 
the arithmetic mean. Nevertheless, consensus derived and
 
arithmetically derived scores are not identical. For
 
example, Sackett and Wilson, 1982, found the mean to predict
 
consensus scores up to 93.5% of the time and Pynes et. al. ,
 
1988, found mechanical and consensus scores to correlate as
 
high as .95. However, the mean never perfectly predicts
 
consensus scores, nor is the relationship ever perfect. Why
 
does the consensus discussion change individual scores?
 
Research which examined the two methods validity suggests
 
this variance left unexplained by individual scores does not
 
add to the prediction of behaviors. What accounts for the
 
observed difference? Although previous research conducted
 
in assessment center's has failed to address this question,
 
group decision making tactics have been examined in various
 
other settings.
 
Review of the Literature Discussing Group Decision Making
 
Several group processes have been observed to effect
 
individual decisions. Affects such as extreme positions
 
(Bishop & Myers, 1974), group noms (Pruitt, 1971; Sanders &
 
Baron, 1977), normative and informational influences (Kaplan
 
& Miller, 1987), novel arguments (Paese et. al., 1993), and
 
interpersonal relationships (Heath & Gonzalez, 1995) have
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been proven to effect individual decision making. The
 
following section reviews supported theories and empirical
 
evidence that have addressed the question of how group
 
tactics effect individual decisions. The research suggests
 
the variance in consensus scores unaccounted for by
 
individual assessor scores may be attributed to a group
 
effect.
 
One supported theory is Risk as Value - Social
 
Comparison Theory. The primary tenets of social comparison
 
theory are that individuais compare themselves, on many
 
dimensions, to people whom they consider as "similar others"
 
(Festinger, 1954; Pruitt, 1971). This comparison serves as a
 
baseline for personal evaluation. Risk as value social
 
comparison theory adds that riskiness is a cultural value or
 
personal ideal that causes individuals to want to be at
 
least as risky as their similar others (Pruitt, 1971). Group
 
discussion may cause assessor's to rate participant's more
 
extreme than their individual ratings would be without the
 
occurrence of this social comparison process. However, the
 
rating shift is independent of the candidates performance.
 
A second supported theory is the relevant-argument's
 
theory. Relevant-arguments postulates that the dominant
 
value in a given decision task persuades group members in
 
its direction (Pruitt, 1971; Burnstein & Vinokur, 1977;
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Hinsz & Davis, 1984). Relevant-arguiaents has several
 
implications for group decision making. The dominant value
 
may result from certain personality characteristics of the
 
group members, for example persuasivehess or extroversion.
 
Another possibility is that the dominant value is unrelated
 
to accuracy in performance ratings. For example, maybe a
 
group of assessor's in an assessment center value getting
 
home at a decent hour and thus cut short group discussion to
 
fulfill this value.
 
Related to this is the finding that normative
 
influences may effect individuals working as a group. Bishop
 
& Myers, (1974) noted that a normative process may motivate
 
people toward expressing argiiments that uphold these values.
 
Additionally, Paese et. al. (1993) noted that decision
 
content may be an important determinant of group
 
preferences, and that group decisions are often mandated by
 
norms requiring the use of risk or caution. Group beliefs
 
such as "never gamble with another person's life" may have
 
an inordinate effect on a group's decision (Paese et. al.,
 
1993). Such a value could effect assessment center consensus
 
decisions, despite actual behavioral observations made by
 
assessor's.
 
Kaplan & Miller (1987) researched the notion of
 
normative and informational influence. Normative influence
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is the desire to conform to other group members'
 
expectations, and informational influence is the acceptance
 
of information from, others as evidence of a reality or truth
 
(Kaplan & Miller, 1987), Normative influence may be
 
important to individuals when making judgmental issues that
 
had no correct answer, issues that are generally reached by
 
group consensus (Kaplan & Miller, 1987). Individuals may use
 
informational influence when working on intellectual tasks.
 
Those which had a correct answer, such as math problem
 
(Kaplan & Miller, 1987). In an assessment center an assessor
 
may take for granted other assessor's' observations as
 
factual, even when one did not personally observe the
 
behavior. Thus, group discussion influences individual
 
members to abandon their preconceptions and adhere to
 
pressures for score change.
 
Pluralistic ignorance theory postulates how an "assumed
 
group standard" or norm may effect individuals' decisions
 
(Pruitt, 1971; Sanders & Baron, 1977; Goethals & Zanna,
 
1979; Miller & McFarland, 1987). Pluralistic ignorance
 
theory proposes that a conflict-compromise process guides
 
decision-making (Pruitt, 1971). The conflict spoken of is
 
between the individual's choice preference and the assumed
 
group norm, and the decision made is a compromise between
 
the two (Pruitt, 1971). Pluralistic ignorance theory
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suggests that, in an assessment center, assessor's make
 
individual decisions based upon their observations of
 
participant's behavior, then compromise their decision to
 
accommodate a group norm. Therefore, the pressure enforcing
 
compromise is unrelated to accuracy.
 
A common finding is that extreme positions in group
 
decision making exert more influence than middle of the road
 
positions (Bishop & Myers, 1974). Paese et. al. (1993) found
 
that novel arguments during group discussion were more
 
effective than redundant arguments in causing choice shifts.
 
Shifts occurred in the direction of novel arguments
 
regardless of whether they were exhibiting a cautious or
 
risky view (Paese et. al., 1993). Kaplan & Miller (1987)
 
added that when unanimity rules decisions, extreme deviates
 
should have greater influence than when a majority rules.
 
Sackett & Wilson (1982) provided support for these findings
 
applied to an assessment center. During their assessment
 
center, assessor's who expressed extreme views during
 
consensus discussions had more influence upon other
 
assessor's scores (Sackett & Wilson, 1982).
 
Release theory provides how risky or extreme members
 
may effect individuals in a, group. Release theory states
 
that individuals are in conflict when called upon to make a
 
risky decision by a desire not to be seen by others as "out
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in left field" (Pruitt, 1971). Group discussion in which
 
someone is seen as being risky can "release" this constraint
 
from individuals, thus causing them to make a riskier
 
decision (Pruitt, 1971). These results suggest that group
 
pressures may mandate individual decisions. Individuals
 
would not feel this constraint without participating in
 
group discussion.
 
Heath & Gonzalez (1995) brought attention to the type
 
of decision rule being used. When we are in a group that has
 
to reach consensus we may spend more time looking for areas
 
of agreement and thus allow another's information to alter
 
our original decision (Heath & Gonzalez, 1995). Thus, our
 
relationships with other group members may modify our
 
decisions. There is some evidence that people are more
 
likely to respond to information from group members with
 
whom they have an ongoing relationship (Heath & Gonzalez,
 
1995). The changes made in individual decisions are
 
artifacts of group processes, unrelated to prediction
 
performance.
 
A well-documented finding is that group discussion
 
tends to enhance individuals initial response direction, no
 
matter whether a risky or cautious position (Moscovici &
 
Zavalloni, 1969; Myers & Bishop, 1971; Bishop & Myers, 1974;
 
Isozaki, 1984). Argote et. al. (1990) evidenced this by
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examining categorical judgments made by both individuals and
 
groupsV Results showed th^t individuals made category
 
judgments by determining the degree to which the target
 
object appears to belong to a category, and that groups
 
amplified this tendency (Argote et. al., 1990). Type of
 
information on which the decision was based modified this
 
relationship. A group tended to be more likely to assign the
 
target to a category than was an individual when basing
 
their decision upon informative information. However, when
 
non-informative or neutral information was given the group
 
tended to be less categorically judgmental than individuals
 
(Argote et. al., 1990). These findings also lend merit to
 
the previous finding, that groups tend to be more extreme or
 
favor the riskier alternative than individuals (Kaplan &
 
Miller, 1987; Paese et. al., 1993; Tindale et. al., 1993).
 
Implications and Conclusions
 
The empirical evidence reviewed unequivocally shows
 
that groups effect individual decision making. Furthermore,
 
these effects are due to demand characteristics of group
 
discussion, unrelated to accuracy in behavioral prediction.
 
Based upon the finding that consensus decisions are not
 
better predictors of performance than arithmetically
 
combined decisions (Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992),
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coupled with the findings that group discussion effects
 
individual decisions (Pruitt, 1971; Sackett & Wilson, 1982;
 
Heath & Gonzalez, 1995) the following hypotheses are
 
proposed:
 
Hypothesis 1
 
The arithmetic mean of individual raters judgments will
 
account for a significant amount of variance in consensus
 
derived scores.
 
The two methods' results will show a correlational
 
relationship such that the arithmetic mean can be
 
substituted for consensus discussion without negatively
 
effecting results. However, the arithmetic mean will not
 
account for all of the variance in consensus scores.
 
Hypothesis 2
 
The variance unaccounted for in consensus scores by the
 
arithmetic mean of individual raters scores will exhibit a
 
significant group effect.
 
Regardless of the nature of the group effect, because
 
previous research has failed to find greater predictive
 
validity for consensus derived scores, changes in consensus
 
scores are due to the rater group and do not reflect
 
candidate performance.
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CHAPTER TWO
 
Materials
 
The data used for this research comes from an ongoing
 
assessment center which began in 1996. Throughout this
 
section i will describe the materials provided for
 
participant's and assessor's, the dimensions and exercises/
 
and consensus and scoring procedures used to rate
 
participant behaviors.
 
The assessment center data comes from a center used in
 
a large utility company located in Southern California. The
 
center was designed for use in account executive positions
 
within the utility. The assessment center is used in
 
conjunction with a structured interviews as part of a
 
selection system for the account executive position (Bobrow,
 
1998). The assessment center was developed based on results
 
of a job analysis and following the Uniform Guidelines for
 
selection instruments (Bobrow, 1998).
 
The assessment center runs from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
 
in a one day duration (Bobrow, 1998). Participant's are
 
given schedules with meeting times and instructed to hand
 
all materials in at the end of the day. Participant's
 
receive packets containing descriptions of their role, the
 
company they work for, their reporting relationships, 
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'memo's, and the four exercises in which they will perform.
 
Jldditionally, they afe given personal computers with uccess:;
 
to a printer, telephones, voice mail accounts, pens and
 
pencils, scratch paper, calculators and a calendar to
 
complete the days activities.
 
Nine competencies were identified as being core to the
 
account executive position. IThese are interpersonal
 
astuteness, networking, customer focus, sense of ownership,
 
initiative, analytical thinking, account management,
 
versatility, and competitiveness, see appendix B for
 
definitions of all dimensions (Bobrow, 1998). The
 
competencies are measured in four situational exercises. An
 
in-basket exercise in which the participant's are given
 
correspondence from both business associates and clients and
 
required to act on them as necessary (Bobrow, 1998). A
 
client meeting where the participant proposes their
 
companies services to a prospective client (Bobrow, 1998).
 
The client is played by a trained actor instructed to be
 
abrupt and relatively unimpressed. An internal meeting where
 
the participant is instructed to meet with a co-worker in a
 
support position to learn about company practices and help
 
put together a client proposal (Bobrow, 1998). Finally, a
 
networking meeting where the participant meets with key
 
business contacts at an informal social gathering (Bobrow,
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Table 1 Exercise x ciimension matrix
 
Internal Client In-Basket
 
Interpersonal ■• ■ X ■ : ; ■ X , X
 
Astuteness
 
Customer ■ • ' X ■ • ■ ■ X ■ ■ . ■ ':'■■ ■ xr :■.
 
, Focus ■
 
Sense of -/X' :
 
Ownership 
Initiative X . ,X ;:;■ 
Analytical X • ■ ; X ' ■ ■■ ' X 
Thinking 
Account X..' - ■ , :■ „ X: X ■ ■ 
Management
 
Versatility X X
 
Competitive : X
 
ness 
1998) . The business contacts are played by trained role 
■players 	 (Bobrow, 1998) . Somei dimensions are exercise unique 
where others are common to more than one exercise, SEE TABLE 
1. Interpersonal astuteness and customer focus are measured 
in all e^®^Gises. Networking is only measured in the 
networking exercise. Sense of ownership is measured in the 
in-basket. Initiative and competitiveness are measured in 
the in-basket and networking. Analytical thinking and 
account management are measured in the client, internal, and 
in-basket exercises. Finally, versatility is measured in the 
client and in-basket exercises. 
Two assessor's observe and rate each participant in 
every exercise. After observing participant's performance in 
a given exercise, assessor's rate the participant 
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performance individually and then meet to discuss individual
 
ratings and consensus on a final score for each dimension
 
for the exercise. Participant scores are given on a 1-5
 
point scale, with 5 representing excellent and 1
 
representing failing. Assessor's are allowed to assign
 
ratings at the .5 level. Consensus is reached when the two
 
assessor's agree upon a single point score for each
 
dimension measured in the given exercise, a sample rating
 
form is included in appendix I. In the in-basket
 
participant's performance is not observed in a role play.
 
Participant's packets of materials, and audio-taped voice-

mail messages are reviewed by assessor's and then scored
 
both individually and at the consensus meeting. All
 
exercises are rated with this consensus procedure except for
 
networking. In the networking exercise, role players are not
 
required to consense because participant's interact
 
individually with each role player. In this case, role
 
players assign individual ratings and the average is taken
 
for the final score. The networking exercise will not be
 
included in the analyses because assessor's do not engage in
 
consensus discussions to rate this exercise. Our analyses
 
will include the in-basket, client, internal meetings and
 
all dimensions excluding networking which is specific to the
 
networking exercise.
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Final scores are computed in the following way. First,
 
exercise scores are computed as the average of all dimension
 
consensus scores assigned for the given exercise. Then all
 
four exercise scores are averaged into a composite
 
assessment center score. Participant's receiving a 3.5 or
 
above pass and those below 3.5 fail. Participant's who fall
 
within 3.4 composite score are re-scored for accuracy and
 
passing or failing is then assigned.
 
Participant's
 
A total of twenty eight raters have served in the
 
assessment center. Twenty three were female and five were
 
male. The assessor's used for the assessment center were
 
professionally trained to rate this specific center.
 
Assessor training lasted two business days, and the
 
assessor's were tested for satisfactory performance before
 
being certified as raters. Assessor's were generally
 
psychologists, business managers, psychology graduate
 
students, or human resource consultants, and were both
 
internal and external to the company.
 
One hundred eighty two participant's have been assessed
 
in the center. One hundred ten participant's were male,
 
sixty seven were female, and gender was not available for
 
five, classified as being over forty or under forty, sixty
 
one participant's were under forty, thirty nine were forty
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or over, and age was not available for eighty two
 
participant's. Participant's were both current employees if
 
the company and non employees being assessed for selection
 
into the company. Sixty nine participant's were current
 
employees, one hundred five were non-employees, and employee
 
status was not available for eight participant's. As
 
previously mentioned, participant's were.both applicants
 
going through the selection process for the account
 
executive position, and current account executives being
 
assessed for developmental purposes. Although the center is
 
dual purpose, the primary purpose and most frequent use is
 
for selection. One hundred thirty nine participant's have
 
participated for selection, forty two for development, and
 
one participant purpose was not available.
 
*the assessment center description was taken both from
 
technical reports and personal participation as a rater
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CHAPTER THREE
 
RESULTS
 
Descriptive Statistics
 
Descriptive statistics were computed for all major
 
variables used to investigate hypotheses one and two. Tables
 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 contain descriptive statistics for all of
 
the dimension variables within the client meeting, in-

basket, and internal meeting exercises. As seen in tables
 
2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 the means for all dimensions within all
 
exercises ranged from a low of 2.68, for the dyad mean
 
initiative score in the client meeting exercise, to a high
 
of 3.87, for the consensus versatility sore in the in-basket
 
exercise. Additionally, scores tended to be highest in the
 
in-basket ranging from 2.95 to 3.87, second highest in the
 
internal meeting ranging from 2.90 to 3.54, and lowest in
 
the client meeting ranging from 2.68 to 3.52. Because all
 
scores were computed on a five point scale, the dimension
 
means indicate that scores tended to be given around the
 
middle of the scale, a 3 point rating.
 
Assumptions
 
Linearity of the relationship was assessed through
 
scatterplots between all predictor and criterion variables.
 
The assiomption of linearity was met for all combination of
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 Table 2.1 Descriptive statistics for variables in client
 
meeting
 
Variable
 
mean-account
 
management
 
consensus-account
 
management
 
mean-analytical
 
thinking
 
consensus-

analytical
 
thinking
 
mean-customer
 
focus
 
consensus-

customer focus
 
mean-

competitiveness
 
consensus-

competitiveness
 
mean-

interpersonal
 
astuteness
 
consensus-

interpersonal
 
astuteness
 
mean- initiative
 
consensus-

initiative
 
mean- versatility
 
consensuS­
versatility
 
N Mean SD Vari
 
ance
 
171 3.22 1.51 2.27
 
169 3.22 1.51 2.28
 
175 3.17 .811 .657
 
175 3.20 .837 .701
 
175 3.38 .644 .414
 
175 3.43 .680 .463
 
175 3.48 .682 .465
 
175 3.52 .719 .517
 
175 3.47 .651 .424
 
175 3.50 .681 .464
 
175 2.68 1.18 1.39
 
175 2.68 1.18 1.39
 
175 3.41 .658 .433
 
175 3.39 .691 .478
 
Standard Standard
 
Skewness Kurtosis
 
-2.13 -3.71
 
-2.12 : -3.66
 
-2.50 -.981
 
-2.56 -.808
 
-3.26 .932
 
-3.15 1.64
 
-2.72 -.885
 
-2.35 -1.32
 
-1.17 -.444
 
-1.39 -.110
 
1.51 -3.04
 
1.51 -2.72
 
-1.16 -.860
 
-.777 -1.51
 
variables in the analyses performed. Normality was
 
assessed through observed histograms of all variables
 
plotted against a normal curve, and computed z scores
 
assessed compared with zero using the z-distribution
 
(Tabachnick & Fidell, pg. 72). The following variables
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Table 2.2 Descriptive statistics for variables in in-basket
 
exercise
 
Variable N Mean SD Vari Skewness Kurtosis
 
ance
 
mean-account 175 3.32 .761 .577 1.58
 
management
 
consensus-account 174 3.38 .812 .659 -4.29 1.51
 
management
 
mean-analytical 175 3.42 .742 .550 -2.74 .633
 
thinking
 
consensus- 174 3.44 .771 .595 -2.42 .292
 
analytical
 
thinking
 
mean-customer 175 3.75 .703 .495 -2.31 1.39
 
focus
 
consensus- 175 3.80 .756 .572 -1.86 .452
 
customer focus
 
mean- 175 2.95 .667 .445 -1.68 .742
 
competitiveness
 
consensus- 174 3.01 .692 .478 -1.61 1.06
 
competitiveness
 
1
 
mean- 175 3.71 .589 .347 -.413CO -1.37
 
interpersonal • CO
 
00
 
astuteness
 
consensus- 174 3.76 .650 .423 -2.18 -.393
 
interpersonal
 
astuteness
 
mean- initiative 175 3.57 .886 .784 -3.16 -.200
 
consensus- 174 3.60 .906 .821 -2.96 .281
 
initiative
 
mean- versatility 175 3.78 .951 .904 -3.30 -.118
 
consensus- 174 3.87 1.03 1.06 -4.08 .104
 
versatility
 
mean- sense of 175 3.29 .742 .550 -3.41 1.15
 
ownership
 
consensus- sense 174 3.31 .794 .630 -2.54 .003
 
of ownership
 
were found to be non- normal upon examination of their
 
histograms and z-scores. Z - score values of -4.29 for
 
account management consensus scores and -3.88 for account
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Table 2.3 Descriptive statistics for variables in internal
 
meeting
 
Variable
 
mean-account
 
management
 
consensus-account
 
management
 
mean-analytical
 
thinking
 
consensus-

analytical
 
thinking
 
mean-customer
 
focus
 
consensus-

customer focus
 
mean-

interpersonal
 
astuteness
 
consensus-

interpersonal
 
astuteness
 
N
 
175
 
174
 
175
 
174
 
175
 
174
 
175
 
174
 
Mea:h
 
2.90
 
2.94
 
2.92
 
2.94
 
3.36
 
3.38
 
3.51
 
3.54
 
SD
 
.923
 
.950
 
.794
 
.837
 
.878
 
.919
 
.787
 
.822
 
Vari
 
ance
 
.851
 
.902
 
.630
 
.700
 
.771
 
.845
 
.620
 
.676
 
Skewness Kurtosis
 
-1.58 -1.22
 
-2.09 -1.14
 
-2.23 -.742
 
-2.56 -.841
 
-5.43 1.93
 
1.99
 
-4.61 1.61
 
-4.30 1.29
 
I
 
00
 
management arithmetic mean scores in the in-basket exercise
 
confirmed the variables to be significantly skewed. Z ­
scores of -4.08 for versatility consensus and -3.3 for
 
versatility arithmetic mean scores in the in-basket
 
suggested the variables to be significantly skewed. Z-scores
 
of -5.18 for customer focus consensus score and -5.43 for
 
the customer focus arithmetic mean scores in the internal
 
meeting exercise suggested the variables to be significantly
 
skewed. Finally, z-scores of -4.30 for interpersonal
 
astuteness consensus and -4.61 for interpetrsonal astuteness
 
arithmetic mean in the internal meeting suggested the
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variables to be significantly skewed. Because the
 
statistical test is robust to violations of normality
 
transformations were not undertaken (BObkoy 1995), All dther
 
variables met the a.ssumptioh Of nprmalifey. Univariate
 
outliers were assessed through both scatterplots and
 
computed z-scores for all variables. No variables were found
 
to be significant univariate outliers using the z-score
 
criterion of 3.3 at p <.001 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).
 
Homoscedascity was assessed through residual plots. All
 
combinations of variables sufficiently met this assumption,
 
with the bands enclosing the residuals approximately equal
 
in width at all values of the dv's (Tabachnick & Fidell,
 
1996). Independent errors of prediction was assessed by
 
computing the Durbin- Watson statistic. All resulting values
 
were around 2, meeting the criterion as specified in (Bobko,
 
1995). After all assumptions were checked and sufficiently
 
met, major analyses were performed.
 
Analysis Plan for Hypothesis 1
 
My first hypothesis proposes the mean of individual
 
assessor scores will account for a significant amount of
 
variance in their consensus scores. To test this hypothesis
 
the dyad mean was first computed by adding the individual
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assessor scores given for each dimension in the in-basket,
 
client, and internal meetings and dividing that sum by two.
 
In the in-basket assessor's rated participant's on:
 
ihterpersonal astuteness, customer focus, sense of
 
ownership, initiative, analytical thinking, account
 
management, versatility, and competitiveness. In the clients
 
meeting participant's were rated-on interpersonal
 
astuteness, customer focus, initiative, analytical thinking,
 
account management, versatility, and competitiveness. During
 
the internal meeting participant's were rated on
 
astuteness, customer focus, analytical thinking, and account
 
management. Regression analysis was then performed using the
 
dyad mean score for each dimension within all three
 
exercises as the predictor variable and the dyad consensus
 
score for each dimension within all three exercises as the
 
criterion variable. The critical value was the variance
 
accounted for in the consensus scores by the dyad mean
 
scores. Eta squared was computed as the measure of variance
 
accounted for in the criterion by the predictor.
 
Regression analyses were performed to test our first
 
hypothesis. Predictor variables in the in-basket were the
 
arithmetic mean of raters one and two for the dimensions of;
 
interpersonal astuteness, customer focus, sense of
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ownership, initiative, analytical thinking, account
 
management, versatility, and competitiveness. The criterion
 
variables were the consensus scores for the respective
 
dimensions. Predictor variables for the client meeting were
 
the arithmetic mean of raters one and two for the dimensions
 
of; interpersonal astuteness, customer focus, initiative,
 
analytical thinking, account management, versatility, and
 
competitiveness. The criterion variables were the consensus
 
scores for the resipective dimensions. The predictor
 
variables for the internal meeting were the arithmetic mean
 
of raters one and two for the dimensions of; interpersonal
 
astuteness, customer focus, analytical thinking, and account
 
management. The criterion variables were the consensus
 
scores for the respective dimensions. SPSS Regression, SPSS
 
Frequencies, and SPSS graphs were used to perform the
 
regression analyses and check all assumptions.
 
Analyses
 
Because nineteen separate bivariate regression analyses
 
were performed an alternative alpha level was set. A
 
Bonferroni adjustment was computed to control for type one
 
error rate. In order to preserve the family-wise error rate
 
at p <.05, an alpha of £ <.002 was adopted for all
 
individual regression analyses (Tabachnik & Fidell, 1996).
 
Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 display the number of subjects each
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regression equation is based on (N), correlations between
 
the variables, the unstandardized regression coefficients
 
(B), the standardized regression coefficients (B), R^,
 
adjusted , t-values and observed level of significance.
 
Regression analyses for the in^basket dimensions
 
resulted in the following bbserved values. The arithmetic
 
mean for account management significantly predicted the
 
consensus score for account management, R^ = .912, F(l, 173)
 
=1777.768, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for analytical
 
thinking significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
analytical thinking, R^= .926, F(l, 173) =2147.953, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for customer focus significantly
 
predicted the consensus score for customer focus, R^ = .876,
 
F(l, 174) = 1221.624, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for
 
competitiveness significantly predicted the consensus score
 
for competitiveness, R^= .894, F(l, 173) = 1457.955, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for interpersonal astuteness
 
significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
interpersonal astuteness, R^= .886, F(l, 173) =1334.691, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for initiative significantly
 
predicted the consensus score for initiative, R^ = .903,
 
F(l, 173) = 1601.305, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for sense
 
of ownership significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
sense of ownership, R^ = .893, F(l, 173) = 1433.533, p
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Table 3.1 Regression results for the arithmetic mean predicting consensus scores in
 
the in-b,asket exercise.
 
Predictor:
 
Mean Dyad
 
Score for:
 
Account
 
Management
 
Analytical
 
Thinking
 
Customer
 
Focus ,
 
Competitive
 
ness
 
o	 Interper
 
sonal
 
Astuteness
 
Initiative
 
Sense of
 
Ovmership
 
Versatility
 
^p<.002
 
Criterion:
 
Consensus
 
Dyad Score
 
for:
 
Account
 
Management
 
Analytical
 
Thinking
 
Customer
 
Focus
 
Competitive
 
ness
 
Interper
 
sonal
 
Astuteness
 
Initiative
 
Sense of
 
Ownership
 
Versatility
 
N
 
174
 
174
 
175
 
175
 
174
 
174
 
174
 
174
 
R
 
.955
 
.962
 
.936
 
.946
 
.941
 
.950
 
.945
 
.940
 
.912
 
.926
 
.876
 
.894
 
.886
 
.903
 
.893
 
.883
 
Standard
 
ized B
 
.955
 
.962
 
.936
 
.946
 
.941
 
.950
 
.945
 
.940
 
Unstand
 
ardized
 
1.018
 
.998
 
1.006
 
.981
 
1.040
 
.973
 
1.014
 
1.014
 
t ­
value
 
42.164*
 
46.346*
 
34.952*
 
38.183*
 
36.533*
 
40.016*
 
37.862*
 
36.088*
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for versatility significantly
 
predicted the consensus score for versatility, = .883,
 
F(l, 173) = 1302.319, p <.002. As seen in table 3.1 all
 
values for the arithmetically combined scores in the in ­
basket exercise ranged between .896 and .926, accounting for
 
between 89.6% to 92.6% of the variance in the in - basket
 
exercises consensus derived scores.
 
Regression analyses for the client meeting exercise
 
resulted in the following observed values. The arithmetic
 
mean for account management significantly predicted the
 
consensus score for account management, R^ = .990, F(l, 168)
 
= 16375.71, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for analytical
 
thinking significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
analytical thinking, R^ = .904, F(l, 174) = 1635.249, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for customer focus significantly
 
predicted the consensus score for customer focus, R^ = .894,
 
F(l, 174) = 1464.950, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for
 
competitiveness significantly predicted the consensus score
 
for competitiveness, R^ = .895, F(l, 174) = 1474.305, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for interpersonal astuteness
 
significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
interpersonal astuteness, R^ = .913, F(l, 174) = 1822.312,
 
p <.002. The arithmetic mean for initiative significantly
 
predicted the consensus score for initiative, R^ = .930,
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Table 3.2 Regression results for the arithmetic mean predicting consensus scores in
 
the client meeting exercise,
 
Predictor:
 
Mean Dyad
 
Score for:
 
Account
 
Management
 
Analytical
 
Thinking
 
Customer
 
Focus
 
(to
 
to 
Competitive
 
ness
 
Interperson
 
al Astute
 
ness
 
Initiative
 
Versatility
 
*p<.002
 
Criterion:
 
Consensus
 
Dyad Score
 
for:
 
Account
 
Management
 
Analytical
 
Thinking
 
Customer
 
Focus
 
Competitive
 
ness
 
Interper
 
sonal
 
Astuteness
 
Initiative
 
Versatility
 
N
 
169
 
175
 
175
 
175
 
175
 
175
 
175
 
R
 
.995
 
.951
 
.946
 
.946
 
.956
 
.964
 
.943
 
.990
 
.904
 
.894
 
.895
 
.913
 
.930
 
.889
 
Standard
 
ized B
 
.995
 
.951
 
.946
 
.946
 
.956
 
.964
 
.943
 
Unstand
 
ardized B
 
.998
 
.982
 
.999
 
.997
 
1.000
 
.963
 
.991
 
t ­
value
 
127.968*
 
40.438*
 
38.275*
 
38.397*
 
42.689*
 
47.872*
 
37.199*
 
F(l, 174) = 2291.683, p <.002. The arithmetic mean for
 
versatility significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
versatility, = .889, F(l, 174) =1383.754, p <.002. As
 
seen in table 3,2 all Revalues for the arithmetically
 
combined scores in the client meeting exercise ranged
 
between .894 and .990, accounting for between 89.4% to 99%
 
of the variance in the client meetings consensus derived
 
scores.
 
Finally, regression analyses for the internal meeting
 
exercise resulted in the following observed values, refer to
 
table 3.3 for all obtained values. The mean for account
 
management significantly predicted the consensus score for
 
account management, R^ = .940, F(l, 173) = 2676.448, p
 
<.002. The arithmetic mean for analytical thinking
 
significantly predicted the consensus score for analytical
 
thinking, R^ = .941, F(l,173) =2725.954, p <.002. The
 
arithmetic mean for customer focus significantly predicted
 
the consensus score for customer focus, R^ = .942, F(l, 173)
 
= 2804.474, p <.002. Finally, the arithmetic mean for
 
interpersonal astuteness significantly predicted the
 
consensus score for interpersonal astuteness, R^ = .947,
 
F(l, 173) = 3076.302, p <.002. As seen in table 3.3 all R^
 
values for the arithmetically combined scores in the
 
internal meeting ranged between .940 and .947, accounting
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Table 3.3 Regression results for the arithmetic mean
 
predicting consensus scores in the internal meeting
 
exercise.
 
Predict Criter N R Stan Un- t ­
or: ion: dard stan value
 
Mean Consens ized ^rd
 
Dyad us Dyad ized
 
Score Score B
 
for: for:
 
Account Account 174 .969 .940 .969 .995 51.734*
 
Manage Manage
 
ment ment
 
Analy Analy 174 .970 .941 .970 1.02 52.211*
 
tical tical
 
Think Think
 
ing ing
 
Inter- Inter- 174 .973 .947 .973 1.01 55.464*
 
person person
 
al al
 
Astute Astute
 
ness ness
 
Custom Custom 174 .971 .942 .971 1.02 52.957*
 
er er
 
Focus Focus
 
*p <.002
 
for between 94% to 94.7% of the variance in the internal
 
meetings consensus scores.
 
All of the IV's were found to be significant predictors
 
at p <.002. was computed as the index of fit for all
 
regression analyses. As seen in tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 the
 
arithmetic mean for all equations accounted for between
 
87.6% and 99% of the variance accounted for in the consensus
 
scores within the in-basket, client meeting, and interna,l
 
meeting exercises.
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Additional Analyses
 
In order to get a iaostraiccurate estimate di the
 
relationships between the arithmetically combined and
 
consensus derived scores tested for hypothesis 1, the common
 
method variance was estimated for the in-basket, internal
 
meeting, and client meeting exercises. The common method
 
variance was estimated by running bivariate regression ,
 
equations with the arithmetic mean of each dimension score,
 
within each exercise, as the predictor variable and the
 
consensus score for every other dimension score, within each
 
exercise, as the criterion variable. The average correlation
 
and effect size was then taken from all bivariate
 
regressions ran for each exercise as an index of the
 
variance attributable to that particular exercise. See
 
tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 for all individual regression
 
results.
 
For the in-basket exercise the average correlation
 
was.328 and the average effect size was .115, see table 4.1.
 
For the client meeting the average correlation was .450 and
 
the average effect size was .246, see table 4.2. Finally,
 
for the internal meeting the average correlation was .452
 
and the average effect size was .211, see table 4.3.
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Table 4.1 Results for all regression equations estimating
 
the common method variance in the in-basket exercise
 
Predictor: Arithmetic Criterion: Consensus R 
Mean of: Score for: 
account management interpersonal .316 .100 
astuteness 
customer focus .302 .091 
sense of ownership .203 .041 
initiative .190 .036 
analytical thinking .368 .135 
versatility .194 .038 
competitiveness .290 .084 
interpersonal account management .332 .110 
astuteness 
customer focus .479 .229 
sense of ownership .455 .207 
initiative .359 .129 
analytical thinking .298 .089 
versatility .325 .106 
competitiveness .174 .030 
versatility account management .245 .060 
customer: focU3 .363 .132 
sense of ownership .339 .115 
initiative .392 .154 
analytical thinking .395 .156 
competitiveness .265 .070 
interpersonal, .337 .114 
astuteness 
Customer focus account management .296 .089 
sense of ownership .480 .231 
initiative .313 .098 
analytical thinking .374 .140 
competitiveness .190 .036 
interpersonal .416 .173 
astuteness 
versatility .293 .086 
sense of ovmership account management .220 .049 
initiative .249 .062 
analytical thinking .421 .177 
competitiveness .287 .082 
interpersonal .391 .153 
astuteness 
Versatility .295 .087 
customer focus .526 .277 
competitiveness account management .272 .074 
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initiative .406 .164 
analytical thinking .415 .172 
interpersonal .137 .019 
astuteness 
versatility .255 .065 
customer focus .242 .059 
sense of ownership .275 .075 
initiative account management .187 .035 
analytical thinking .433 .187 
interpersonal .350 .123 
astuteness 
versatility .364 .133 
customer focus .344 .119 
sense of ownership .226 .051 
competitiveness .457 .209 
analytical thinking account management .365 .133 
interpersonal .262 .069 
astuteness 
versatility .383 .146 
customer focus .405 .164 
sense of ownership .397 .158 
initiative .413 .171 
competitiveness .412 .169 
Table 4.2 Results for all regression equations estimating
 
the common method variance in the client meeting
 
Predictor: Arithmetic Criterion: Consensus R
 
Mean of: Score for:
 
account management	 interpersonal .202 .041
 
astuteness
 
customer focus .245 .060
 
initiative .190 .036
 
analytical thinking .217 .047
 
versatility .181 .033
 
competitiveness .143 .020
 
interpersonal account management .192 .037
 
astuteness
 
customer focus .685 .469
 
initiative .342 .117
 
analytical thinking .613 .376
 
versatility. .729 .531
 
competitiveness .582 .338
 
versatility account management .140 .020
 
customer focus .636 .404
 
initiative .349 .122
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analytical thinking .672 .451 
competitiveness .613 .375 
interpersonal .754 .568 
astuteness 
customer focus account management .189 .036 
initiative .408 .167 
analytical thinking .611 .373 
competitiveness .699 .489 
interpersonal .658 .433 
astuteness 
versatility .620 .384 
competitiveness account management .102 .010 
initiative .422 .178 
analytical thinking .665 .442 
interpersonal .585 .342 
astuteness 
versatility .618 .381 
customer focus .712 .506 
initiative account management .167 .028 
analytical thinking .424 .180 
interpersonal .300 .090 
astuteness 
versatility .341 .116 
customer focus .432 .187 
competitiveness .390 .152 
analytical thinking account management .146 .021 
interpersonal .612 .375 
astuteness 
versatility .641 .410 
customer focus .611 .373 
initiative .441 .194 
competitiveness .655 .429 
Table 4.3 Results for all regression equations estimating
 
the common method variance in the internal meeiting
 
Predictor: Arithmetic Criterion: Consensus R 
Mean of: Score for: 
account management interpersonal .482 .232 
astuteness 
customer focus .436 .190 
analytical thinking .517 .268 
interpersonal account management .433 .188 
astuteness 
customer focus .583 .340
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analytical thinking .324 .104 
customer focus account management .401 .160 
analytical thinking .402 .162 
interpersonal .597 .356 
astuteness 
analytical thinking account management .503 .253 
interpersonal .347 .120 
astuteness 
customer focus .401 .161 
Hypothesis 2
 
■Analysis Plan for Hypothesis 2 
My second hypothesis was that the variance unaccounted 
for in the consensus scores by the mean dyad score will 
exhibit a significant group effect. To test this hypothesis 
assessor dyads who have rated together two times or greater 
were first identified in the in-basket, client meeting, and 
internal meeting exercises. Then residual values, the 
variance unaccounted for in the dyads consensus score by the 
dyads mean score, from all regression equations ran in 
hypothesis 1 were used to compute the intraclass 
correlations within and between rater dyad groups. 
Intraclass correlations were computed to assess whether dyad 
group members were more similar than non-dyad group members 
with regards to their variability in consensus derived 
dimension scores. The intraclass correlation assesses 
variability within dyad rater groups and between dyad rater 
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groups (Kenny & LaVoie, 1985). A significant, positive
 
intraclass correlation is obtained when there is greater
 
between group variability than within group variability, see
 
figure 1. Less within group variability suggests that group
 
members are more similar than non-group members, hence the
 
presence of a group effect (Kenny & LaVoie, 1985).
 
Intraclass correlations were computed to test our
 
second hypothesis; the variance left unaccounted for in
 
consensus scores by the arithmetic mean will exhibit a
 
significant group effect. The variables of consideration
 
were dyad rater groups which had rated together two or more
 
times and the residual values, computed in hypothesis 1,
 
denoting leftover from the arithmetic mean predicting
 
consensus scores in the client meeting, internal meeting,
 
and in-basket exercises. The intraclass correlation was
 
computed between rater groups within each dimension in the
 
client meeting, internal meeting, and in-basket exercises as
 
an indice of whether dyad group members were more similar
 
than non-dyad group members with regards to the residual
 
variance in their reported consensus discussion scores. The
 
intraclass correlation was computed based on the equation
 
proposed by Kenny & LaVoie (1985), See figure 1.
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Figure 1 Formula for intraclass correlation(Kenny & La
 
Voie, 1985).
 
MSb - MSw
 
MSb + MSw(n-l)
 
* MSb = mean square between groups, MS„ = mean square within
 
groups, n = niomber of persons in each group (Kenny &
 
LaVoie, 1985).
 
Assumptions
 
The assumptions screened for hypothesis 1 sufficed the
 
requirements for computing the intraclass correlations for
 
hypothesis 2, see pages 34-35. The assumption not required
 
for computation of the intraclass correlation was
 
independence of responses. The intraclass correlation is
 
able to test group effects where participant responses are
 
not independent of one another (Kenny & LaVoie, 1985).
 
Analyses
 
Because the intraclass correlation was computed to
 
evaluate a group level effect, a lenient alpha level of .25
 
was adopted (Myers, 1972; Kenny & LaVoie, 1985). Two major
 
reasons have been proposed for the adoption of such a
 
lenient alpha when estimating group effects. One, because of
 
the stability of using group means opposed to individual
 
responses there is less error in the scores (Kenny & LaVoie,
 
1985). Additionally, the intraclass correlation is a
 
conservative estimation of the group effect (Kenny & LaVoie,
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1985). However, because nineteen correlations were being
 
evaluated for significance, the possibility of committing
 
type one error rate cautions interpretations of cofrelations
 
found significant at this adopted alpha level, therefore, a
 
Bonferonni adjustment was computed to adjust the family wise
 
error rate. The adjusted alpha for evaluating individual
 
intraclass correlations is .01. Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3
 
displays the intraclass r, f-values, observed levels of
 
significance, and dfs significance test is based on for the
 
in-basket, client meeting, and internal meeting exercises.
 
Intraclass correlations for the in-basket dimensions
 
resulted in the following observed values. The intraclass
 
cdrrelation for account managenient was .042, p > .25, eta
 
squared = .359. The intracla.ss correlation for analytical
 
thinking was -.053, p >.25, eta squared = .295. The
 
intraclass correlation for customer fdcuS was .692, p < .25,
 
eta squared =:.392. The iht^^class correlation for
 
competitiveness was .158, p <.25, eta squared = .436. The
 
intraclass correlatidn for interpersonal astuteness was
 
,^112, p <.25, eta squared - .406. The intraclass correlation
 
for initiative was -.006, p >.25, eta squared = .326.
 
The intraclass correlation for sense of ownership was .069,
 
p < .25, eta squared = .376. Finally, the intraclass
 
correlation for versatility was .297, p < .01, eta squared =
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Table 5.1 Results obtained for all intraclass correlations
 
in the in-basket exercise.
 
Variable Intraclass r F -Value p-value 
account .042 1.134 .317 
management 
analytical -.053 .847 .708 
thinking 
customer .092 1.309* .159 
focus 
competitive .158 1.569** .048 
ness 
interpersonal .112 1.383* .115 
astuteness 
initiative -.006 .982 .511 
sense of .068 1.221* .228 
ownership 
versatility .297 2.280** .001 
df = (38>77) 
* significant at p <.25
 
**significant at p <.05
 
.529. See table 5.1 for a complete summary of the in-

basket exercise intraclass analyses.
 
Intraclass correlations computed for dimensions in the
 
client meeting exercise resulted in the following observed
 
values. The intraclass correlation for account management
 
was .089, p <.25, eta squared = .406. The intraclass
 
correlation for analytical thinking was -.088, p >.25, eta
 
squared = .289. The intraclass correlation for
 
customer focus was -.071, p <.25, eta squared = .414. The
 
intraclass correlation for competitiveness was -.104, p >
 
.25, eta squared = .278. The intraclass correlation for
 
interpersonal astuteness was .085, p <.25, eta squared =
 
.403. The intraclass correlation for initiative was -.071,
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Table 5.2 Results obtained for all intraclass correlations
 
in the client meeting.
 
Variable Intraclass r F - value p - value
 
account .089 1.285*
 .166
 
management
 
analytical -.088 .764 .831
 
thinking
 
customer .102 1.329* .136
 
focus
 
competitive -.104 .726 .874
 
ness
 
interpersonal .085 1.270* .178
 
astuteness
 
initiative -.071 .807 .777
 
versatility -.045 .876 .678
 
df = (43,81)
 
*signifleant at p<.25
 
p >.25, eta squared = .300. Finally, the intraclass
 
correlation for versatility was -.045, p >.25, eta squared =
 
.317. Refer to table 5.2 for a complete list of results for
 
the client meeting.
 
Intraclass correlations computed for dimensions in the
 
internal meeting resulted in the following observed values.
 
Refer to table 5.3 for a complete list of results for the
 
internal meeting. The intraclass correlation for account
 
management was .107, p <.25, eta squared = .385. The
 
intraclass correlation for analytical thinking was -.053, p
 
>.25, eta squared == .274. The intraclass correlation for
 
customer focus was .113, p<.25, eta squared = .389. Finally,
 
The intraclass correlation for interpersonal astuteness was
 
.031, p>.25, eta squared = .333.
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Table 5.3 Results for all intraclass correlations in the
 
internal meeting. 
Variable Intraclass r F - value p - value 
account .107 1.389* .111 
management 
analytical -.053 .836 .722 
thinking 
interpersonal .031 1.105 .349 
astuteness 
customer .113 1.410* .101 
focus 
df = (37,82) 
* significant at p<.25 
As seen in tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, 10 out of 19 of
 
the intraclass correlations were found to be significant at
 
p<.25. However, at p<.01 only one correlation was found to
 
be significant.
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CHAPTER FOUR
 
\
 
DISCUSSION
 
The current study provides meaningful results for the
 
process used to pool assessor judgments in assessment
 
center's. The aim of our study was to examine two methods
 
for pooling assessor judgments, the arithmetic mean and
 
consensus discussion, and answer the following questions; to
 
what degree are arithmetically combined scores related to
 
consensus derived scores, and do grpup processes effect
 
consensus discussions? To support these questions two
 
hypotheses were proposed. Hypothesis one suggested that
 
arithmetically combined scores would account for a
 
significant amount of the variance in consensus derived
 
scores. Hypothesis 2 proposed that the variance unaccounted
 
for in the consensus scores by the arithmetic mean of
 
individual raters would exhibit a significant group effect.
 
Hypothesis 1 received support in all exercises and
 
dimensions. However, the fact that individual assessor
 
judgments account for a significant amount of variance in
 
their resulting consensus discussion scores is of no great
 
surprise in and of itself. The important aspect is the
 
strength of the relationship between arithmetically combined
 
and consensus scores. If consensus discussions do not result
 
in different scores than arithmetically combining assessor
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ratings, their benefit may be questioned. In our study the
 
arithmetic mean correlated with consensus scores between
 
.941 and .995 accounting for between 87.6% and 99% of the
 
variance in consensus derived scores. These values validate
 
the findings offered by previous studies (Pynes et. al.,
 
1988; Sackett & Wilson, 1982). Coupled with previous
 
findings that consensus discussion offers no advantage in
 
predictive validity over arithmetically combines scores,
 
(Feltham, 1988; Pynes & Bernardin, 1992), we suggest that
 
replacing the consensus discussion with arithmetically
 
combined scores will not result in markedly different
 
scores, and will save time by not requiring assessor's to
 
enter into consensus discussion.
 
Our second hypothesis received partial support. Using
 
an alpha level of .25, approximately 50%, 10 out of 19, of
 
the intraclass correlations evidenced a significant group
 
effect in the residual variance unaccounted for by the
 
arithmetic mean of individual raters in their consensus
 
ratings. Hence, in approximately 50% of the dimensions, some
 
group level process occurred in the consensus discussion
 
which effected the groups consensus derived score. The eta
 
squared values suggest in the dimensions which evidenced
 
this significant group effect, the group effect accounted
 
for between 37.6% and 52.9% of the variance in the residual
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values. Because the residual values were negligible to begin
 
with, the fact that the group effects accounted for this
 
much of the variance is not to be ignored. This result
 
suggests a process is occurring which accounts for a portion
 
of the negligible difference found between arithmetically
 
combined and consensus combined scores. Previous studies
 
acknowledged that the two processes do not result in
 
identical scores, however closely related, and that the
 
consensus process does not add to better prediction of
 
criterion measures than arithmetically combined scores.
 
However, these studies offered no direction as to why the
 
consensus discussion alters individual assessor scores. The
 
current study was able to find one effect accounting for a
 
portion of the variance in individual assessor score changes
 
resulting from consensus discussions.
 
Because the group effect was not evidenced in all
 
exercises and dimensions , additional processes are
 
apparently occurring in the consensus discussion. These
 
processes may be at the individual assessor level, and
 
should be examined in future research efforts. Nevertheless,
 
the presence of a group level effect in consensus
 
discussions adds merit to our suggestion that the arithmetic
 
mean may be used as a replacement foi consensus discussions
 
for combining assessor judgitients.
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When interpreting the results from hypothesis 1, one
 
should take into account the r irdm the conimon method
 
variance analyses. These analyses were computed to assess
 
the amount of variance attributable to,each bf
 
exercises. For example, one could expect any dimensions
 
measured in the in-basket to correlate about .328 with one
 
another, with about 11^5% of the variance being attributable
 
to the exercise regardless of the dimensions. The same
 
interpretations should be made for the internal and client
 
meeting exercises. When interpreting the strength of the
 
relationships evidenced in hypothesis i, these factors
 
should be taken into account.
 
While this study was intended to examine the scores
 
resulting from different pooling processes, there was no
 
intent to study outcomes used for developmental purposes.
 
While the arithmetic mean may be replaced for consensus
 
discussions without damaging scoring accuracy, using the two
 
processes will undoubtedly effect the amount and quality of
 
information obtained for developmental purposes. Researchers
 
wishing to use assessment center's for collecting
 
developmental,feedback for participant's are encouraged to
 
conduct additional studies with their purpose in mind. The
 
assessment center data used in this study did assess
 
participant's for both developmental and selection purposes.
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However, because the focus was on whether calculating the
 
arithmetic mean resulted in different scores than combining
 
scores by consensus discussions, we did not discriminate
 
between developmental and selection participant's in our
 
analyses.
 
An issue not addressed in this study which deserves
 
attention is combining scores by various pooling methods
 
within dimensions across exercises. This study did not
 
address this issue for several reasons. First, scores in
 
this particular assessment center are given by exercise and
 
not by dimensions. Therefore, it would not have been
 
appropriate to use the dimension as the unit of analyses.
 
Additionally, our second hypothesis used the rater dyad
 
group as the level of analyses. Because each exercise has
 
different dyads we would not have enough dyads to compute
 
the intraclass correlations in this manner.
 
An additional limitation to the current study is
 
directly related to the results obtained in hypothesis 2. By
 
examining 19 intraclass correlation coefficients for
 
significance we were capitalizing on the chance of finding
 
significant correlations. When we controlled for this by
 
adopting .01 as the alpha level only one correlation was
 
found to be significant. Therefore, results from the second
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hypothesis should be received with caution, and this group
 
level effect should be examined in future research studies.
 
One advantage of the current study was a blending of
 
group level analysis with assessment center research. The
 
intraclass correlation and other group level statistics
 
should be used more often in conjunction with traditional
 
analyses in studying Industrial / Organizational
 
Psychological principles to enrich our understanding of
 
processes occurring at both individual and group levels. The
 
use of group level statistics will help us better understand
 
the broader context of processes occurring in contexts such
 
as assessment center's, where there are phenomenon occurring
 
at both individual and group levels.
 
The current study could be improved in several ways.
 
One improvement would be to explore the outcomes, costs,
 
and predictive validities which would result from the use of
 
both methods in one population. Although each of these
 
issues have been explored in separate studies, by proving
 
that in the same population outcomes do differ from using
 
the methods, however the arithmetic mean is at least as
 
predictive and costs less than consensus discussions, a
 
significant improvement could be made by substituting the
 
arithmetic mean for consensus discussions.
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An additional improvement to future research on this
 
topic can be made by nteasuring individual level variables,
 
such as personality characteristics, and exploring group
 
effects to account for the processes occurring in consensus
 
discussions. This combination may be able to explain why
 
consensus discussions alter individual judgments while not
 
adding to criterion prediction.
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APPENDIX A: Definition of Assessment Center Dimensions
 
Interpersonal Astuteness: Understands the feelings,
 
attitudes, concerns, and capabilities of others. Establishes
 
rapport and works effectively with people. Identifies
 
"outside work" interests of customers in order to build
 
common ground and topics for building rapport.
 
Customer Focus: Anticipates and works to meet the needs
 
of customers; keeps customers updated. Responds with a sense
 
of urgency to customers.
 
Sense of Ownership: Takes a personal responsibility for
 
the success and failure of one's accounts and operates with
 
the highest level of personal commitment. Responds to
 
problems or needs on. short notice, despite personal
 
inconvenience. Keeps the door open for further discussion if
 
immediate agreement cannot be reached.
 
Initiative: Takes independent action and goes beyond what
 
the job or situation requires. Creates informal
 
opportunities to build more personal and business
 
relationships with customers.
 
Analytical Thinking: Thoroughly considers alternatives,
 
weighs options and assesses risks. Develops plans that
 
anticipate obstacles. Understands which products and
 
services customers value; recognizes when customer
 
information is inaccurate or misleading.
 
Account Management; Manages accounts in a thorough and
 
strategic manner. Keeps management informed of progress and
 
problems.
 
Versatility: Reacts and adjusts positively to change and
 
to new ways of doing things; adjusts schedule and
 
priorities.
 
Competitiveness: Works hard to be the best among peers or
 
against the Competition. Seizes opportunities to increase
 
market share.
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